North Sedona Trail Enhancement and Rehabilitation Project
Final Report-February 2018

In 2016, the Red Rock Ranger District identified the trail system running
from Soldiers Pass Trailhead to Dry Creek Road as a high priority for
reconstruction and realignment. The trail system included highly eroded sections
of trail on sandy and steep portions of the historic trail alignment. Major
sustainable realignments and heavy maintenance were completed on all trails in
the North Sedona area.
Project Highlights








Total Trail Maintained - 6.9 miles
New Trail Constructed – 1.6 miles
Total Trail Naturalized – 1.5 miles
Rock Steps Installed – 65 steps
Rock Armoring Built- 250 feet
Signs Installed – 8
Volunteer Labor – 500 hours
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Overview map of the Thunder Mountain, Andante, Chimney, Sugarloaf, and Teacup trails that
were improved by the North Sedona Trail Enhancement and Rehabilitation Project.

These trail realignments are part of the north Sedona trail enhancement project
which was supported by the City of Sedona, Sedona Chamber of Commerce, and
Sedona Red Rock Trail Fund. This area is a favorite “neighborwoods” trail system
and provides convenient access for the residents of the north Sedona community.
The new Thunder Mountain section is approximately one mile in length and gains
a higher altitude that provides rewarding views of the Sedona area while
challenging both hikers and bikers that navigate through the red rock terrain.
The Andante trail received many small reroutes to improve sustainability and
provide a better user experience. Chimney Rock, Lizard Head and Teacup all
received extensive maintenance to improve sustainability and more enjoyable
recreating.
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320 hours of youth conservation corps time went into the North
Sedona project. The American Conservation Experience crew built rock
retaining walls, built new trail, and rehabilitated old trail.
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The focus of the North Sedona project was to improve sustainability of the trail
system. This was accomplished by getting rid of fall-line sections of trail that ran
straight down hill, lowering the grade, and avoiding sandy soils. Poorly built and
maintained trails are expensive to maintain, result in environmental damage, and
provide a less enjoyable experience for users. Some sections of trail required
heavy rock armoring and steps to help stabilize the trail tread. Building rock steps
and armoring are time intensive and require a special knowledge of local building
techniques.

Before and after photo of an armoring improvement project. Rock
armoring stabilizes trail tread and helps reduce erosion.
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Community volunteers, youth corps, and Forest Service trail crew all worked
together to complete these trail improvements. Over 500 volunteer hours
were required to finish the project.
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Due to the steep nature of the terrain, these trails required the
extensive use of rock to ensure the sustainability of the trail.
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Before and after pictures of an armored climbing turn constructed by volunteers. Armoring
improves the durability of the trail and can be used to add challenge for biking.
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Above: The variety of terrain and incredible views improve the trail user experience.
Below: Before and after images of a properly constructed sustainable trail.
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Thanks to the many people and organizations who made this project possible







City of Sedona
Sedona Chamber of Commerce and Tourism Bureau
Sedona Red Rock Trail Fund
Friends of the Forest
Verde Valley Cyclist Coalition
American Conservation Experience
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